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Abstract 
Indium phosphide (InP) is one of the most important optoelectronic materials, while stacking faults (SFs), as planar defects, 
are usually inevitable during the growth of InP possibly due to the low SF energy. As n-type dopants, sulfur atoms are gener-
ally used to change the electron concentration of InP-based devices, whereas the effects of sulfur doping on SFs of InP have 
not been studied in detail. In this work, the generalized stacking fault (GSF) energies of pure and sulfur-doped InP have been 
investigated by gliding the layers successively in the framework of first principle calculations. The results reveal the stable 
SF energies of InP are low and extrinsic stacking fault could be seen as the twin embryos in pure InP. Sulfur doping could 
decrease the GSF energies dramatically due to the lower charge density along In-S bonds than along In-P bonds, which con-
sequently enhances the ability of twinning locally. The preferential segregation of sulfur atoms on SFs or twin boundaries 
could further promote the thickening of microtwin in InP. These results are of great significance to the understanding of the 
formation of planar defects in n-type doped III–V compounds.
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1 Introduction

III–V semiconductors, due to the impressive optoelectronic 
properties, have enormous potential in electronic, optoelec-
tronic, and photonic field [1–3]. As one of the III–V materials, 
high-quality indium phosphide (InP) is crucial for realizing 
high conversion efficiency solar cells used in space [4] and 
remote optical communication [3]. This benefits from the 
natures of the outstanding radiation tolerance [4, 5] and the 
lattice match between InP and III–V compounds with bandgap 
corresponding to the long wavelength [6]. However, stacking 
faults (SFs) or twin boundaries are commonly unavoidable 
and have a very high density in InP [7, 8]. These planar defects 
can configure staggering alignments of energy band [9, 10], 
then affecting the optoelectronic properties significantly by 
recombining carriers [10], trapping carriers [11, 12], or scat-
tering electrons [13]. Nevertheless, the long-range ordered or 
periodic SFs are meaningful for the application of optoelec-
tronics, which could allow to control the electrical and optical 
properties through introducing minibands [14].

Generally, the massive random SFs in InP could be ascribed 
to the low SF energy [15]. Impurities present on the interface 
could also give rise to the formation of SFs or microtwins 
in epitaxial III–V layers [16]. In addition, impurity doping 
is normally necessary for semiconductors to change the car-
rier concentration, and controllable formation of twinning 
superlattices could be achieved by impurity doping [17]. As 
n-type impurity, sulfur (S) dopants will introduce numerous 
microtwins, except intrinsic and extrinsic SFs, in InP crystal 
[18]. Many studies based on metals have shown that the forma-
tion of SFs or microtwins is depended strongly on the barrier, 
defined as unstable SF energy, during the glide of dislocations 
[19, 20], though the stable SF energies of III–V compounds 
have been estimated [15, 21]. Thus the generalized stacking 
fault (GSF) energy [22], reflecting the energy change corre-
sponding to gliding displacement, is important to III–V com-
pounds, just like to metals. Unfortunately, GSF energy of InP, 
especially S-doped InP, is still scarce, and cannot be measured 
directly from experiments.

In this study, the first principles calculations were per-
formed to investigate the GSF energies of pure and S-doped 
InP. To our knowledge, for the first time, the size of twin 
embryos for pure InP was confirmed based on the convergence 
behavior of the GSF energy curves. In addition, the effects of 
S atom on the SF energies were investigated respectively for 
intrinsic stacking fault (ISF), extrinsic stacking fault (ESF), 
three-diatomic thick microtwin (tTSF) and separate twin 
boundary (TB). Our calculations showed that the SF energy of 
InP on S-doped gliding plane is reduced considerably, because 
of the lower charge density along In-S bonds than along In-P 
bonds.

2  Computational Details

As seen in Fig. 1, the InP slab supercell was established 
containing 44 atoms with 2 atoms per (111) atomic layer. 
The basis vectors X, Y and Z were set along 
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InP. Then a vacuum region of 15 Å was added along the Z 
direction to eliminate the interaction between neighboring 
slabs under the periodic boundary condition. P atomic layers 
are denoted sequentially along [111] direction as …, L−1, 
L0, L1, … for elucidating the faulting/twinning pathway 
clearly. The SFs can only be nucleated stably on the nar-
rowly spaced {111} planes, i.e., the gliding planes, which is 
indicated by the horizontal lines in Fig. 1. When the part 
above L0 shifts a0/6
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 distance relative to the remaining 
part, the original In-P bilayer stacking sequence of ABC will 
be destroyed and an ISF will be generated. Then repeating 
this process on adjacent glide plane, L1, will form an ESF. 
The microtwin, i.e., tTSF, can form when continue above 
gliding process on L2 plane. The GSF energies from perfect 
crystal to tTSF have been calculated based on the formula 
of �(b) = [E(b) − E

0
]∕A [23], where γ(b) is the GSF energy, 

E0 is the energy of perfect crystal, E(b) is the energy of 
optimized structure, A is the shifting area, and b is the rela-
tive shifting displacement with a step of 0.1 × a0/6
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 . For 
each displacement, the top one and bottom one layers of 
atoms were fixed to avoid the effects of surface relaxation, 
while the remaining atoms were fixed along Y direction and 
allowed to relax fully along X and Z directions. After test-
ing, the 11 In-P diatomic layers (Z = 41

√

3a
0
∕12 ) are 

Fig. 1  The 
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]

 lateral view of InP slab models and successive 
shifting pathway a from perfect crystal (P) to tTSF (tT) and b on sep-
arate TB. The vacuum regions have not been displayed entirely. The 
large (red) and small (green) spheres indicate In and P atoms, respec-
tively
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enough thick to counteract the effect of fixing the atoms of 
top one and bottom one layers on the GSF energies. Addi-
tionally, the GSF energy associated with shifting on the 
separate TB has been calculated, as seen the schematic in 
Fig. 1b. In the case of doping, one P atom in the slab model 
with the same size of supercell as above is substituted by one 
S atom to study the effects of S doping on the GSF energy 
of InP, where the concentration of S atom is ~ 2.27 at%.

All the calculations were implemented with the Vienna 
ab-initio simulation package [24], by the method of projector 
augmented wave [25] combined with Perdew–Burke–Ernz-
erh of exchange correlation functional of generalized gradi-
ent approximation [26]. The Γ-centered k-points of 8 × 4 × 1 
with 500 eV energy cutoff were performed, while the con-
vergent criteria of electronic self-consistent and ionic relaxa-
tion calculations were set to  10− 5 eV and 0.02 eV/Å, respec-
tively. The 4d states of In were treated as valence states to 
describe electronic distribution more precise. The lattice 
constant a0 of InP was calculated to be 5.962 Å, in consist-
ence with the reported values [27, 28].

3  Result and Discussion

3.1  The GSF Energies

Figure 2 displays the GSF energies of pure and S-doped InP. 
The local minimum energies along the pathway of GSF 
energy are defined as stable SF energies, denoted as γISF, 
γESF, γtTSF and γTB (γTB’), while unstable SF energies, 
denoted as γU1, γU2, γU3 and γUT, indicate the energy barrier 
during shifting along 
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 . The stable and unstable SF ener-
gies could be found in Table 1. For pure InP, the stable SF 
energy (γISF) is lower than other representative III–V com-
pounds [15]. Here, the calculated γISF = 1.371 meV/Å2 and 
γU1 = 63.665 meV/Å2, are comparable with the reported val-
ues [15, 28]. Two relationships of γISF ≈ γESF ≈ γtTSF ≈ 2γTB 
and γU1 ≈ γU2 (γU3) – γISF ≈ γUT could be concluded, which 
implies that the interaction between two TBs (or SFs) is weak 
even if the separation is only one/two-diatomic layer. So, ISF 
and ESF could be considered as one-diatomic and two-dia-
tomic thick microtwins, respectively. The two-diatomic thick 
microtwin (ESF) could be seen as twin embryo because the 
GSF energy begins to converge from second layer shifting 
(γtTSF ≈ γESF, γU3 ≈ γU2) [29, 30]. This suggests that energy 
change during subsequent thickening/shifting (three-dia-
tomic, four-diatomic, five-diatomic, …, thick microtwin) 
process is similar to the transition from ISF to ESF.

In the S-doped InP, the SF energies decrease dramati-
cally on the S-doped gliding planes, as seen in Fig. 2 and 
the italics in Table 1. For example, when S atom locates in 
L0 (S-L0), γISF and γU1 are reduced by ~ 14.8% and ~ 29.3%, 
respectively. This is in agreement with the scenarios of other 
n-type silicon [31, 32]. The relatively low unstable SF ener-
gies indicate that the gliding of partial dislocation is easier in 
S-doped InP than in pure InP. That is, SFs could generate in 
S-doped InP easily. In Table 1, the minimum values of γISF, 
γESF, γtTSF, are respectively corresponding to S-L1, S-L2 
and S-L3, while these stable SF energies also have a reduc-
tion for S-L0. Conversely, the stable SF energies are nearly 
unchanged or even increased for other S-doped locations. 

Fig. 2  a The GSF energy of pure and S-doped InP. The locations of S 
doping are at L0, L1, and L2 layer, respectively. b The GSF energy of 
the separate TB

Table 1  The stable and unstable 
SF energies of pure and 
S-doped InP (units in meV/Å2)

The λ1, λ2, Λ1 and Λ2, are dimensionless ratios. Compared to pure InP, the lower γU1, γISF, γU2, γESF, γU3, 
γtTSF, γTB, γUT, λ1, Λ1 and larger λ2, Λ2 are in italics for S-doped InP

γU1 γISF γU2 γESF γU3 γtTSF λ1 λ2 Λ1 Λ2

p-InP 63.665 1.371 64.754 1.344 64.870 1.339 0.022 0.983 0.021 0.998
S-L0 45.014 1.168 61.690 1.160 62.769 1.136 0.026 0.730 0.019 0.983
S-L1 70.496 1.156 44.886 1.760 61.443 1.967 0.016 1.571 0.039 0.731
S-L2 67.969 1.407 70.342 1.004 43.869 1.914 0.021 0.966 0.014 1.603
S-L3 67.189 1.373 68.150 1.382 69.665 0.901 0.020 0.986 0.020 0.978
TB p-InP γTB = 0.671 γUT = 63.657 γTB′ = 0.655

S-L0 γTB = 0.251 γUT = 45.029 γTB′ = 0.822
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This means that the reduction effects of S dopants on the sta-
ble SF energies is local, i.e., only works when S atom dopes 
in the SF/TB. It is evident that the γTB could be decreased by 
~ 62.6% when the separate TB doped by S atom. Similarly, 
the reduction of unstable SF energies also depends strongly 
on the location of S doping, that is, γU1(S-L0), γU2(S-L1), 
γU3(S-L2) and γUT(S-L0). The localized effects of S dopants 
on the SF energies could be helpful to understand the forma-
tion of microtwin in S-doped InP [18].

3.2  The Twinning Ability

Based on the analysis by Tadmor and Hai [19], the twinning 
tendency could be appraised by the dimensionless ratios 
λ1 = γISF/γU1, and λ2 = γU1/γU2. The smaller λ1 and the larger 
λ2, the more likely it is to generate a new SF on L1 plane 
next to the existing ISF (L0 plane) to form ESF. As seen in 
Table 1, the smaller λ1 and larger λ2 for the case of S-L1 
compared with pure InP means that the twinning ability of 
InP is greatly enhanced by S doping due to the simultaneous 
decreases in γISF and γU2. However, the values of λ1 and λ2 
for S-L0, S-L2, and S-L3 are comparable with that of pure 
InP. Apparently, the enhanced ability of twinning, strongly 
dependent on the location of S atom, is associated with the 
localized reduction effects of S dopants on the SF energies. 
Furthermore, the smaller Λ1 = γESF/γU2 and larger Λ2 = γU2/
γU3 could make the twinning from ESF to tTSF more pos-
sible, which is reasonable based on the derivation by Tadmor 
and Hai [19] and the weak interaction between neighboring 
SFs. Compared with pure InP, the enhanced twinning with 
smaller Λ1 and larger Λ2 only present when S atom is doped 
in L2 layer in order to decrease γESF, γU3 simultaneously. 
At the same time, the twinning ability on the S-L1 plane 
weakens to be comparable with the pure InP. This suggests 
that the thickening of microtwin could be facilitated by the 
gathering of S dopants in SFs/TBs.

3.3  The Segregation of Sulfur Dopants

It is conspicuous that the doping locations of S atom is cru-
cial for the thickening of microtwin in InP. We investigated 
the capabilities of S dopants segregating to the regions 
around SF/TB by comparing the energies of supercells with 
S atom near SF and in the perfect region. Here, more than 
thirteen-diatomic thick supercells without vacuum were 
established, and S-L7, far from the SF/TB, was selected as 
perfect region. Figure 3 shows the preferential locations of S 
atom segregating are L1 layer for ISF, L2 layer for ESF, con-
sistent with the locations of enhanced ability of twinning by 
S doping, which confirms that it is possible to thicken micro-
twin by the segregation of S atom in SFs/TBs. As expected, 
for tTSF and separate TB, the minimum segregation energy 
is located in L3 layer and L0 layer, respectively. Meanwhile, 

the L0 layer, as another TB, is also the easy segregation 
location for the microtwins though the fluctuation (like in 
L3 layer) near ISF is present.

The shifting of energy level may be responsible for the 
segregation tendency. A shallow impurity level will be intro-
duced near the bottom of conduction band when S doping 
in InP [33]. The segregation of S atom to SF will make this 
impurity level to move deeper into the bandgap [34]. Con-
sequently, the total energy declines. Another possibility is 
electric field effect around the TB [35], which could arise 
from the staggering alignments of energy bands [9, 10]. The 
ionized S atom could be impelled by the electric field to TB 
in order to reduce electric energy. Conversely, the electric 
field may lead to the difficulty of S doping in the thin micro-
twins, as seen the positive segregation energies on L1 layer 
for ESF, and on L1, L2 layer for tTSF. Even though, further 
studies are needed to understand the interaction between 
dopants and SFs/TBs.

3.4  The Charge Density Analyses

The reduction effects of S dopants on the GSF energy of 
InP could be attributed to the electronic characteristics 
of dopants. The well-defined high charge density areas in 
Fig. 4a suggest that valence electrons are localized strongly 
to the four covalent bonds in the tetrahedron composed of P 
and In atoms, of which three bonds across the glide planes. 
During the production of SFs, the electronic redistribution 

Fig. 3  The segregation energies of S dopant in InP respectively 
around a ISF, b ESF, c tTSF and d separate TB. The SF/TB regions 
are highlighted by the yellow shadow
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mainly occurs in the glide planes, and the charge density on 
the surrounding planes changes little, which may lead to the 
weak interaction between neighboring SFs. When the relative 
shifting of blocks along 1/6<11

−

2> initiates, one covalent 
bond will be stretched, and the other two covalent bonds will 
be stronger. This may be the main origin of the restoring 
force during deformation and give rise to the increases of 
GSF energy. As seen in the top views of Fig. 4a, the areas 
of high charge density are three in perfect configuration and 
two in unstable configuration, indicating the stretched bond 
almost breaks completely in unstable configuration. The 
electrons mainly flow to the other two bonds to strengthen 
the interplanar connecting, which is implied by the slightly 
higher charge density of the two bonds across the glide planes 
than that of the remaining one bond, as seen in the cross-
section view of unstable configuration in Fig. 4a. Therefore, 
the SF energy reaches the maximum at the unstable SF con-
figuration. When the shifting stabilizes again, reaching ISF 
configuration, the charge resumes original pattern though the 
symmetry is different due to the presence of SF.

Naturally, as n-type dopant, S atom has more valence 
electrons than the replaced P atom. However, comparing 
the Fig. 4a, b, the charge density of In-S bonds is obviously 
lower than that of In-P bonds, whether for perfect/stable or 
unstable configuration. S-doping changes little the charge 
density of In-P bonds near S-doped plane. Consequently, 
the interplanar interaction between glide planes is weakened 
by the S atom, namely the GSF energy of InP is locally 

decreased by S-doping. The reduced charge density of In-S 
bonds may be attributed to the weaker localization of elec-
trons in shallow S-dopant level than that in host valence 
bands because the shallow level is closer to conduction 
bands. That is to say, the electrons along In-S bonds is easier 
to transit to conduction bands so as to improve the elec-
tronical conductivity of InP crystal, than the electrons along 
In-P bonds. This reduction effects of S dopants on the GSF 
energy of InP are consistent with the experimental observa-
tion in n-type silicon [31].

4  Conclusion

In summary, we have calculated the GSF energies of 
pure and S-doped InP. For pure InP, the relationships of 
γISF ≈ γESF ≈ γtTSF ≈ 2γTB and γU1 ≈ γU2 (γU3) – γISF ≈ γUT 
have been established, which indicates the interaction 
between neighboring SFs is weak and ESF could be con-
sidered as twin embryos based on the convergence of GSF 
energy curves. In S-doped InP, the charge density of In-S 
bonds is lower than that of In-P bonds, and thus the GSF 
energy on S-doped glide plane is decreased considerably, 
which enhances the twinning ability locally. Furthermore, 
preferential segregation of S dopants on SF/TB could facili-
tate the thickening of microtwin. Because of the inevitable 
encounter with SFs/microtwins in the optoelectronic appli-
cations of InP, this work is helpful to understand the effects 
of n-type dopants on the GSF energy of InP and other III–V 
compounds.
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